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Creating “Circles of Light” 
 
 
This Guide was developed in response to requests coming from individuals in many parts of the 
world who understand the benefits of group prayer. It is offered as a tool kit of tried and true me-
thods for initiating and sustaining prayer circles or “Circles of Light”. It is not prescriptive but ra-
ther descriptive of what has been successful in bringing together in prayer for Divine Love, 
people of diverse cultures and spiritual backgrounds, including Christians, Muslims, Jews, Zo-
roastrians, Agnostics, Buddhists. The suggestions are based on the experiences of a prayer 
circle on the West Coast of BC., Canada, meeting continuously for over 40 years. In recent 
years, additional prayer groups have been formed in Gibsons, Burnaby, and Abbotsford, Cana-
da; Germany, Wales, Hawaii and Namibia, while some virtual prayer circles meet via Skype.  
 
We hope you will experiment, adapting our suggestions to your own unique context and culture. 
We are available for free consultation and ongoing support. We are only a phone call or video 
conference call away; we can visit your community to help you get started or support your  
efforts in other ways including facilitating workshops and study groups.   
 

 

What is a Circle of Light? 
 

A circle of light is a group of people that meets regularly for silent prayer to ask for and receive 
the Divine Love of our Creator/God/The Source/The One/Father/Mother/OverSoul/Great Spirit. 
As individuals, everyone has their own personal and private prayer practice. Group prayer is 
never a substitute for individual prayer which is the cornerstone of spiritual progression. People 
choose to participate in group prayer to learn from and support one another in their spiritual 
journey and because of the great power generated by collective prayer focused on a single pur-
pose - to ask for the Love of God to flow into their souls. 
 
Group prayer with this singleness of purpose opens the soul to Divine Love, attracts the Highest 
Angelic Beings, generates great Light and healing energy beneficial both to those praying and 
those for whom they pray. Spirits from many levels are drawn to the Light and receive many 
blessings that help them on their spiritual journey. Each prayer circle has the potential to contri-
bute to a global, interconnected network of Light through which Healing comes to the world and 
all creation. 

What is Divine Love? 
 

We believe as taught in the Padgett Messages that there are two pathways to spiritual progres-
sion, the Divine Path and the Natural Path. We are born with natural love and the refinement 
and development of this love is defined as the Natural Path. A soul purified in the natural love 
reaches the highest sphere of the Spirit World to become the perfect man or woman. The Divine  
Love exists outside ourselves, a blessing from our Creator that must be asked for of our own 
free will choice. Both loves are complementary and vital for our spiritual progression. However, 
it is the Divine Love alone that can purify and transform our souls with the Creator’s Essence, so 
we are no longer in His Image only, but at-one with His Divine Soul. This was Jesus’ primary 
mission; to teach us of the availability of Divine Love, given in response to our soul longing. 
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How to Pray 
 

Prayer is an intimate and personal conversation with our Creator that may begin with words and 
shifts to longing from one’s soul. The purpose of prayer is to reach for our Creator with our love 
and longings, as the Creator is reaching for us, asking for the gift of Divine Love. We choose 
thoughts of gratitude and thankfulness for our many blessings, focusing on the Love, releasing 
mental distractions and being receptive to the Presence of our Creator. We pray with singleness 
of purpose, for the Love, knowing that all blessings will come with the Love in Divine Time. 
 
 

Getting Started 

 
Circles start with one or two people who believe in the value of group prayer for Divine Love and 
reach out to others to invite them to join in. The central message is that God is Love; each soul 
can know God through His Gift of Love through silent prayer for this gift; that this gift must be 
experienced as it is beyond words. Those of us fortunate enough to have had the experience of 
regular group prayer for Divine Love believe it is a blessing that augments greatly one’s individ-
ual prayer practice and are eager to include other seeking souls in our groups. However, we do 
not proselytize or preach or attempt to “convert” others as we deeply respect free will. We rec-
ognize that it is a free will choice whether to turn to God for His Gift of Love. Each person must 
make this decision for themselves; no one can choose for another. The best we can do is to 
grow in the Love ourselves and be alert to our guidance when interacting with others, for the 
hints that allow us to engage in spiritual conversations that may result in their asking, or us invit-
ing them, to join our prayer group. It takes trust for people to confide their spiritual yearning or 
curiosity, and when they do, the invitation can be made. 
 
A number of us found the Truth of God’s Love through speaking with those who knew it; others 
found it through the books of Padgett Messages; still others through Divine Love websites. 
In summary, we find people who may be strangers or those within our networks with whom we 
feel a resonance that prompts us to invite them to our prayer circle. Word spreads, others come 
and all are welcome! 

 

The Setting 
 

Most circles begin small and can be comfortably accommodated in the home of the 
host/hostess. If this is the case, the host/hostess will arrange seating in a circle, paying attention 
to temperature, lighting, reduction of distracting noises, turning off phones and cell phones, per-
haps placing a note at the entrance to ensure privacy by indicating that meditation is in 
progress. 
 
If the group becomes too large to fit comfortably in the home of a member, the group itself can 
brainstorm alternative settings that may be available free of charge or for a small fee.  

 

Routines 
 

The group decides on an appropriate day and time. The host/hostess sends out an email re-
minder shortly before the agreed upon date asking for confirmation of attendance so there is a 
basis for arranging the meeting space and planning the quantity of food to be shared afterward. 
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A regular day and time provides a rhythm, a discipline, and allows others unable to attend to 
predict when the prayer is taking place so they can join in from however far away. 
 
It is agreed that everyone arrives in plenty of time so the prayer can begin as scheduled. Pre-
dictable start times are vital as individuals and groups join in from other time zones and loca-
tions throughout the world. Prayer times are posted on the Divine Love Sanctuary Website and 
circulated via email to our mailing list. 
 
The host/hostess’ role is to welcome everyone, ensure they are comfortable and if there is a 
new member joining the group, to ask group members to greet that person. If the group is meet-
ing for the very first time, a good way to begin is to invite each person to introduce themselves, 
share briefly about their spiritual life, how they came to the circle and anything personal they 
think may be relevant.  
 
To facilitate the flow of energy around the circle, people take off their shoes, uncross their legs 
and sit comfortably but alertly. Prayer is an active process of reaching with one’s soul for the 
Love and falling asleep is to be avoided.  

 

Rituals 
 

These vary from group to group, as they are shaped by the participants themselves. In Frank-
furt, for example, the group begins promptly at the agreed upon time by reading a channeled 
message or a prayer, playing a short piece of classical piano music, followed by everyone in the 
circle saying their name while the others send him/her love. Then group members join hands, 
chimes are sounded by one person and the group goes into silent prayer for about half an hour. 
Someone takes responsibility to sound the chimes to signal the end of prayer time. Shortly after, 
people may begin sharing their experiences, followed by socializing with tea and cookies. 
 
In West Vancouver someone says a prayer on behalf of the group, or each person may state 
their intentions for prayer, followed by an hour of silence with no music being played. This si-
lence goes beyond meditation in which the focus is to clear the mind and elevate conscious-
ness; it is silence in the service of the intensely desired goal of receiving the Presence of God. 
After a closing prayer is said by a group member, the group gradually comes to ordinary con-
sciousness and people sometimes share visions, impressions, or guidance they may have ex-
perienced. The group then gathers around the dining room table to socialize, have spiritual dis-
cussion and enjoy food that each person has brought.  
 
In Gibsons, the process is much the same except that relaxing music is played quietly in the 
background during the silent prayer. A beautiful pottery bowl (created by Al Fike) is used as a 
“blessings bowl” into which we place slips of paper with the names of those for whom we make 
prayer requests. Such a bowl is also used in Frankfurt, West Vancouver and Abbotsford. 
 
Other prayer gatherings may begin with the singing of hymns that raise spiritual energy, or by 
each person saying a prayer out loud before the silent prayer begins, or in other ways agreed 
upon by the group. Some groups say the Prayer Perfect, available in the Padgett Messages. In 
the early stages of a group, it helps for the host/hostess to model praying out loud, sharing this 
task with others once they are comfortable. The opening prayer always includes a request for 
Divine Love and for the cloak of protection from all spirit and influence that are not Celestial, in 
affirmation that we are reaching for the Highest. 
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Mediumship 
 

The West Vancouver and Gibsons groups are blessed by the participation of two mediums who 
have been praying for Divine Love for decades and channel Celestial Angels. Because of their 
gifts and soul growth, Celestials are able communicate teachings to us that are later transcribed 
and shared via email with our global networks. The free will choice of the mediums to serve in 
this capacity must be matched by the choice of group members to support them by sending 
them love and praying for the cloak of protection to surround them, so that they may be free of 
all spirit and influence that is not Celestial.  
 
The primary purpose of gathering in group prayer is to reach for Divine Love. Receiving mes-
sages is a bonus that does not occur every time we pray and is not necessary for individuals to 
achieve their purpose of growing in the Love.    

 

Preparation for Group Prayer 
 

A private personal prayer life through which one builds a relationship with God through Love is 
the best preparation for group prayer. The group is a gift that allows one to practice Love. Be-
coming aware of any negative feelings towards others gives us an opportunity to ask for God’s 
Love to dissolve these and all that underlies them. Through deeply inviting and encountering His 
Love for us, we heal our tendency to find fault in others. By calling upon our Creator’s help, His 
Love, to truly remove judgmental attitudes, we go beyond our personal will power, our wish to 
be good people through our own efforts. Instead we rely on His Love for help with our human-
ness. God’s Love will dissolve all negativity as there is no place for it in the transformed soul. 
Participation in the group is a privilege and opportunity to build one’s relationship with God and 
with others who have in common a yearning for closeness with God, however different they may 
be in other ways from oneself. With membership comes responsibility for keeping one’s though-
ts and actions towards others in alignment with Love. 
 
Some participants ready themselves for the prayer by eating lightly or not at all on the day of the 
gathering. All are encouraged to prepare by making an extra effort to keep their thoughts posi-
tive and to pray for everyone in the group. 
 
 

Challenges 
 

The host/hostess must be clear that progress in God’s Love is not made intellectually but at a 
soul level through the actual reception of Divine Love into one’s soul. Only prayer that comes 
from the soul activates God’s Soul to respond with Love. The diverse belief systems to which 
people are attached could become a barrier if one allows oneself or others to become caught up 
in argumentation. The host/hostess must speak their understanding of the “Truth” with humility, 
with a recognition that how they understand and frame the “Truth” reflects their current soul 
growth and may change over time. They must model listening without judgment to what anoth-
er’s current beliefs and understandings are, showing genuine respect for them as a person by 
doing so. 
 
Through treating others in this way, the host/hostess demonstrates that membership in the 
group requires only the belief that God’s Love is real, available to us in response to our soulful 
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asking, and that with its possession, Truth will come at the right time, in the right way and error 
will fall away as a natural consequence of being close to the Source of all Truth.  
 
The host/hostess must have faith that sincere prayer for the Love will transform all aspects of us 
that are in error or out of harmony with the One Truth of God’s Love. Their role is to keep the 
group focused on praying for the Love rather than becoming side-tracked in divisive arguments.  
 
The best time for discussion is not before the prayer when people would be too much “in their 
heads” but afterwards, when everyone is more heart-centred and able to hear one another with 
openness and acceptance of differences. 
 
As relationships of trust grow, as people feel safe in the group, heartfelt spiritual conversations 
will occur from which everyone will learn, including the host/hostess. As individuals make 
progress in the Love, the quality of their listening will grow, their souls will honour one another 
and differences in their beliefs will not be an issue.  
 
The humility of the host/hostess is based on knowing that all are equally loved by God, that 
there is no hierarchy in the group, that each person has gifts to offer that are needed and are to 
be valued. The host/hostess treats each person accordingly, thus setting the standard for how 
others conduct themselves and making the group a place of safety for all where mutual trust can 
flourish. 
 

Rewards 
 

Prayer groups that follow these guidelines become spiritual families with rewards that are both 
seen and unseen. The more visible outcomes are the love-bonds that grow as relationships de-
velop between people. We support one another in many ways as we progress in God’s Love. 
More subtle blessings include the mutual healing that occurs as our chemicals are mixed and 
spiritual bonds are forged.  
 
When we meet to pray, our prayers and the light generated attract many in spirit who are seek-
ing. They learn from us and from the Angels who assist and guide us. We too, learn from one 
another as we converse about our prayer lives, our personal challenges and the insights we are 
gaining. 
 
The deep inner peace, the healing, the Love are experienced as blessings we take into our per-
sonal and work lives with positive effects on ourselves and all with whom we come into contact. 
Our group prayer has a ripple effect, like a stone thrown into the water, contributing not only to 
local but also to global healing.  
 
Group prayer for Divine Love brings blessings for each participant, for those they are connected 
to, both here and in spirit, and blessings for the planet as the Light generated by our prayers is 
used for the healing of the earth and all its creatures. 
 

This guide was written by Terry Adler in collaboration with members of  
the Divine Love Sanctuary Foundation (DLSF) 

For additional information contact Jeanne Fike at travellingjeanne@hotmail.com 
or 

Visit the Divine Love Sanctuary Foundation website and Forum at 
www.divinelovesanctuary.com 
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